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Mindful Eating 

What Kind of Hungry? 

 

Am I Hungry? A huge part of eating is being aware of not eating as a reflex. When you feel 

hunger, pause, and bring awareness to that moment. Perhaps your mind, body, spirit needs 

something other than food to nourish it. Do your best to determine the source of your appetite.  

 Eye Hunger: The type of hunger that causes us to eat even when our bodies are full 

after seeing the dessert menu, or driving by a billboard of a big juicy burger. Research 

has shown that it is very powerful and can override all other signals of fullness. 

Alternatively…  

o Serve a meal for yourself as you would for guests  

o Look at something beautiful, truly contemplate it for a few minutes, imagine 

energy flowing into you and nourishing you.  

 

 Nose Hunger: Scents and flavors entice us to eat, such as smelling the movie theater 

popcorn.  

o Before eating, smell your food. How many smells can you detect?  

o Sit quietly and smell a spice, vanilla, or incense.  

o Sniff your partner or your baby’s head. Let these aromas fill you up.  

 

 Mouth Hunger: The mouth is a “sensation junkie” constantly wanting new flavors and 

textures. When we don’t pay attention to what happens in our mouth as we eat, the 

mouth feels constantly deprived.  

o Fill your plate with foods with several different textures, e.g. cold, crunchy, 

warm, creamy. Focus on sensations as you chew.  

 

 Stomach Hunger: Many sensations contribute to “hunger pangs.” Your stomach may 

confuse anxious feeling with stomach hunger. Learn more about stomach hunger and 

delay eating when you feel hunger. Do you feel hunger at the same time each day?  

o If your stomach is asking for something sweet, notice how you feel. Are you 

tense?  
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o Maybe your body is not asking for food but needs a walk. Stretch and take a few 

deep breaths, enjoy a walk outside, sip tea. www.partnership-works.com  

 

 Cellular Hunger: Your body craves what it needs to optimally function, but most of us 

have lost our ability to hear what it is saying.  

o Before you decide to eat, or while at the grocery store, ask your body what it  

needs. Perhaps you are just thirsty.  

o Listen to what your gut tells you.  

  

 Mind Hunger: Thoughts such as “I should eat less fat,” “I should eat more at lunch 

because I may not have time to make dinner tonight” and “I deserve an ice cream cone” 

are examples of mind hunger. When we eat based on thoughts in our minds, our eating 

is usually based in worry.  

o This form of hunger cannot be satisfied by food.  

o It is only satisfied when we quiet our minds.  

 

 Heart Hunger:  Feeling emptiness in your heart is part of being human. We all seek 

foods to help us feel happy. Perhaps you crave an apple because it reminds you of 

holidays when your family was together.  

o If you eat a comfort food take a small serving of it. Enjoy each bite.  

o When you eat think of all the energy you are getting from your food, the sun,  

plants and animals…be grateful.  

o Fill your heart in other ways: Call a loved one, nurture your garden, make a gift,  

listen to music or play with a pet.  

 

Most importantly: Ask yourself, “what type of hunger am I experiencing?” frequently before 

you eat. Only stomach and cellular hunger are satisfied by food. Rather than eating as a reflex, 

you can use this information to decide whether to eat or not.  
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